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Campaign Spendi-ng
Limited :bY Con Con

Ne\N Mexico

DAILY

.

Seyeral imp~rtant changes t~ current ASUNM election procedures
, wer': adopted .~~~ last weekend s meeting of the Constitutional Conventaon Commattee.
:rhe ~ajo~ alterati~n~ of.the present law came in the area of campaign fmancang and hm1tat1ons on the number of candidates running.
on slates. ·
·
A motion lowering the number of senators a student can vote for
dow_n from t':n to three candidates passed 15 to 3. Con Con member
Loms Tempkm attempted to lower the number of senators a student
would. be allowed to vote for to one per voter but this motion. failed
2-11-3.
.
' ' .
"This· amendment will inherently weaken, if not d~stroy, large
ney General Brian Sanderoff.
rr.sl~.tes,'' said ASUNM A
~~~J~C\::S
A further blow to large slat~
came with a maximum spending
limit bill. -~Individuals who run
toget·her as a party can no ·longer
llt73 (1
totally combine their 'monies,"
said
Sanderoff. "A graduated
~"-'"Z
scale has been established,
\~'1~
devised by the Student Court.''
t:~'f'~
Under the new system, senate
candidates could not pool money
to purchase campaign posters,
calling cards and other tools of
the political trade.
By a 14 to 4 margin, the Con
Con · decided to bar senatorial
candidates from running on a
Brian Sanderoff
ticke.t wit~ Presidential and Vice
Presadentaal con tenders.
<?ne _facet.of the current system will remain-at-large representatJ~n m the ASUNM senate. After a two-hour debate on the relative
merits of the a~-large system versus proportional representation, the
Con Con voted a_n Javor of the former by a 20 to 3 margin.
'l_'he ~roportlonal system would have given each school in the
UDJvers1ty one representative for every 750 students enrolled in that
school or college. University College, with the largest enrollment (and.
also ·the greatest number of freshmen) would have· received the
greatest number of senators.
Re~all proce~ures were also introduced at the fi~e-hour long
m~etmg, but fmled to pass owin to the difficulty of implementing
recall
ceedin
ill:>1 1'\SnN ·

~~~~
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DaQG~,.Pan
Was Not CensorshiP
By Marit S. Tully.
UNM President William Davis
said his choice of .f10n-nude dan-·
cing by the dan·ce troupe
Pilobolus was not an indirect
form of censorship;
However, James Thorson,
associate professor of English
and head of the Faculty Policy
Committee, and ASUNM
President
Alan
Wilson
disagreed.
Davis said the da.nce troupe offered UNM a choice between
programs with or without nude.
dancing and his choice was a
'~matter of judgment and taste."
"It was my responsibility to
make the decision in the best interests of the Uniyersity," Davis
said.
When asked if his decision
would have differed if the
legislatur~ were not in session,
'he ~aid he did not know and added that at this time he is very
concerned
about
getting
significant increases in UNM's
bltdget.

.,.

__ ~h? FacuL~~~f!a'!d~oo~,"-~horson

in the state Constitution. The
Constitution gives UNM''s
Regents control over the University and the right to delegate
that control.
"He (Davis) has the power if he
wants to lock the whole place
up," Hillerman Sllid.
AS U NM Pre s i d e n t A I a n
Wilson said he was concerned
because "the decision to censor a
program established by students
and partially funded by students
was made without any attempt to
consult students."
Wilson said . he understood
D a v1 s' a c t i o n , but s t u d en t s
"should . not have to tolerate
autocratic actions."
"UNM needs to develop a
stronger relationship with the
rest of the state, especially with
the Legislature, but not at the
expense of the open-minded, free
atmosphere UNM has had to
fight for since Tom Popejoy's
days as president," Wilson said.
Referring to the LOBO
· edi~~rilll Wednesday, D!l.vis said

Wednesday:
If Davis said jump, people
would, Thorson said.
Tony Hillerman, assistant to
Davi~, Wednesday said Davis'
~ight to make a choice is written

anything because of his choice. '
"They're looking at it from the
standpoint of a student
newspaper," he said, "and I have
to look at it from the position of
the University president."

,
··
Prof. James Thorson

Thorson said Davis' action was
outside normal proces~es and
"looks to be an act of ceosorship."
"It's certainly not condoned by

satd in a -· Celep'\tone Jn terview . he did not think UNM had lost

U. Religious Groups·
Offer Many Views
i
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Alice breaks up H. Dumpty with a yolk.

Children Prove Tough Audience
By Mike Gallagher
dropped off by their rnother.
They are known around When they arrived, their hair
Popejoy Hall as the "Thundering was neatly brushed, tennis shoes
Herd," the toughest audience tied and shirts unwrinkled.
this side of Broadway.
When they left, their mother
They come ·to Alb,uquerque would have to spend three hours
Children's Theatre productions cleaning them up. They crawled
in their blue leisure suits or·print under seats, got lost and tried to
dresses, wearing red sneakers, kill each other during the course
stomping up and down stairs and of the 90 minute Bill Hayden
punching their younger brothers adaptation of Alice In Won·
in the back of the head.
derland.
'
The ticket takers yell, ''Walk,"
They outnumbered the adults
while members of the Thun- six to one and their average age
dering Herd (''TH" for short) is five.
slide safely into the water foun·
Groups of Bluebirds and
tain, play tag and ask where the·- Brownies are kept in line by exrestrooms are.
cited troop leaders. iiStay in
Rod O'Neil and his·· younger line." the nest mothers yell. The
brothers,. Tom and .Bill, were kids wander around, multiplying

like tribbles.
When the curtain rose, a mass
~igration to ~he restrooms
began. "When you gotta go, you
gotta go," a den mother consoled
three miniature John Waynes
complete with six guns.
Rod O'Neil, 6, sat near the
s·tage with a critical eye
developed over the course of two
years of theatre going.
"I never rea«< the book, but it's
supposed to be funny," Rod said,
and then told his two brothers to
shut up.
.
The performance was marred
only by a young lady screaming
"Off with her head" three or four
times near the end, and a few six·
!Continued on page 6)

By Harold Smith
For those associated with the religious organizations on ·campus,
from the Jewish Student Uriion and Campus Crusade for Christ to the
Baha'i Club, God is indeed alive and well.
UNM has 18 such groups either chartered with ASUNM or student
oriented. They range from the so-called new·age religions to the moretraditional. But all profess they aid the individual in his quest for inner peace.
The differences in the groups, however, are significant and
striking.
. The advisor of the Hillel Jewish Student Union, Jay Kaqfman, said,
"So far this year We. haven't put any emphasis on religion~ ft's been
more of a cultural·and historical thing.
·"Jews have a very specific, cultural tradition, and we are a distinct
people/' he said. "Sometimes it doesn't always fit very well with the
demands of modern society."
.
· Kaufman said the union, which does not have a special meeting
place, tries to help Jewish students in coping with society as well as
scheduling seminars, Israeli dancing and a film festival featuring
·
Jewish historical themes.
Since the 1967 Middle East War and later on, the fuel crisis in the
United States, American Jews have faced a barrage of problems concerning their role to Israel.
"We have a whole range of opinions in the union," Kaufman said.
"Mine tends to be this: I don't buy the idea that if you're not for Israel
you're against Israel.
"Israel fulfills a definite need, but I don't necessarily support all
Israeli policies." .
On the other hand, Kaufman said there would probably be some
who would get on the first jet to enlist in the Israeli army if there was
another war ..
"For the rest of us," he said, ''it's sort of an emotional com·
mitment.''
As so many religions do, the faith of JiH Brotherton, chairperson of
the Baha'i Club, originated in the Middle East. Brotherton said the
Baha'i faith began in Persia in the 19th century by the prophet
(Continued li'! page f!) •
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Poisonous Pied Piper Lures Rats

~

Many N'ew Mexicans are ces of much needed water for the
.E unknowingly providing a safe rats. Piles of lumber on the
~ home for one of history's most
gr!>und, abandoned cars and ap·
destructive
pests,
the
No~way
pliances,
old dilapidated sheds.
0
..c Rat. This rodent costs Americans
and other piles of junk can serve
j about $500 million yearly by con· as shelter for rats.
>. taminating food, spreading
The Norway Rat has a high
'@ disease, destroying property and reproductive rate. Fem*s can
~ causing electrical fires.
.
pro~uce a litter of ~.,tl,> 10 young
8 Garbage on the ground, iln· at m tervals of tliree to four
'>:1 covered garbagj:j cans, animal weeks. It is possible, given ideal
Q.l food
in open containers and conditions, for a pair of adult rats
~ uneaten pet food are all avaiJable to produce 1500 decendants
~ to rats as food, A Norway Rat within a year's time.
Z can survive on as little as one
A high mortality rate from
N' ounce of food and water per day.
disease and predators helps keep
~
A garbage-filled 55 gallon rat populations in check, yet man
<'l barrel can feed dozens of rats in
is both the rat's best friend and
~ banquet style. Leaky faucets, . worst enemy. It is man who con·
water puddles f()rmed by over· tinues to feed and shelter rats; it
watering yards and gardens, and is man who can perform the best
rain puddles
good sour· rat control methods to reduce

Sic Semper Rattu{;
and eliminate rat populations.
The Statewide Rat Control
Program of the New Mexico En·
vironmental Improvement Agency was established to provide a
comprehensive means of rat con·
trot in the state. Financed

to Death

grant from the U.S, Department
of Health, Education, and
Welfare, the progr11m has sur·
veyed most of the state's largest
cities and has found significant
rat problems in Albuquerque,
Clovis, Texico, 'Raton, Tucumcari
and Portales.
Control efforts in Raton,
.Tucumcari 11nd Portales have
reduced the rat infestations to
levels easily maintained by local
personnel. A comprehensive
house-to-house survey provides
the program workers with information on,rat infestations and
causative conditions.
In program target areas in
Albuquerque's South Valley,
Clovis and Texico, poisoned bait
has been set l>ut at places
showing actil'e rat infestations.

"0'

Food Never Reached Needy

This bait is . an anticoagulant
poison that ca u s.es inter na I
bleeding in the rat after three to
seven days of repeated feeding.
Before any rat control work is
begun at a residence, permission .
is obtained from the resident and
precautions are advised con·
cerning the bait and other rat
control methods to be used.
Although these anticoagulant
baits are relatively safe to use in
residential areas and around
livestock, residents are warned
to keep their children and pets
away from the b;tit boxes. The
bait is set out in locked metal bait
boxes clearly marked "POISON"
and "DO NOT TOUCH."
Killing rats by poisoning them
is only an initial step in rat con-·

!l'

U.S. Relief Funds Mismanaged
WASHINGTON (UPI)-An internal state department report
provides "convincing proof" the
U.S. food relief program for the
1973'74 Sahel drought in Africa
was consistently mismanaged,
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., said
Sunday.
" ... The
pattern
of
mismanagement was so per·
vasive that U.S. aid did not reach
many people in desparate need of
help," Aspin said in a statement.
He described a 62-page internal state department report
obtained by his office, and said it
provides "convincing proof that
management of our food relief in
Sahel has been horrendous."
The U.S. Agency for In·
ternational Development
provided $241 million in
emergency relief to the droughtstricken area from 1973 to 1975.
According . to the report
prepared by the inspector
general of foreign assistance,
some African nations might have
made a profit on U.S. aid efforts,
As pin said.

rConUnued on pngt• 7 J

~~==~======================~

Maur·itania received $5.2
million to distribute food but
spent only $4.3 million in
distribution costs, it said. The
Mauritania government denies it

I·
I

profited from the relief effort.
. already adequate; and in several
Aspin said the report also countries the U.S. government
alleged food at times went un- has never been able to verify the
distributed and spoiled. Food food was properly distributed to
was sent to Senegal and Gambia the needy or that it was ever
when supplies there were distributed at all,

Venereal Disease.Law
Proves Child Abuses
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI)-Connecticut's first-in-the-nation Jaw
requiring the reporting of venereal disease in children under 13 has
shown sexual abuse of children to be common.
Officials said reported sexual abuse cases comprise about 12 per
cent of the child abuse caseload in Connecticut, but emphasized the
actual figure Was probably much higher because of the stigma attached to reporting such crimes.
:·This kind of sexual abuse must be a very, very common thing,"
sa1d Dr. Suzanne M. Agroi, health director of the Connecticut. Child
Welfare Association. "But I don't think we have any way of knowing
whether there is more of this going on now than five years ago or has
ever gone on."
Connecticut statistics showed in 80 per cent of cases the offenders
were either parents or parent-substitutes.
Dille said 30 women called a statewide child abuse reporting line in
the first year it was opened to say their husbands or boyfriends were
sexually molesting their children, but all hung up without giving their
na~es when they found out the men would have to be confronted, if
actwn was to be taken.
"They wanted to protect the. child-that's why they called-but
they ended up choosing the man over the child," she said.
Officials said 193 cases of sexual abuse of children were reported in
the 1974-75 fiscal year.

Harry's Hamburgers Famous
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FBI, Authorities Seek Killer
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Designs
141 Winrock Center North Mall, Albuquerque
532 Rosario DeVargas Center, Santa Fe

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash
50e OFF

Car Wash

LOS ANGELES-There was no relief seem in a medical' ser. vices slowdown Sunday and doctors who met to consider a state
administration proposal . to solve the malpractice insurance
problem said they were "distressed."
About 135 members of United Physicians of California,
representing doctors around the state, issued a statement saying
Gov. Edmund Brown's proposal for insurance relief was not
adequate.
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"Just think in •
about those
hoJ dogs
makes you
hunqry. ''
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Discount

on any one purchase over $10.00
Good through Valentines Day

Reg. $1.97
We also serve other seafood delicacies
and delicious fried chicken!

- Highback Seats
-Sunroofs
- Porthole Windows
-Fender Flares
-Spoilers
- Other Accessories

Van World

lOOJo

Discount with this Coupon

2432 Monroe NE

No.1
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Dairy Queen Brazier
has it allFood & Dessert

COMPLETE CUSTOM INTERIORS
4-Wheel Drive Conversion
2432 Monroe N .E.
on Mini Pick-Ups
(1 Block South of Menaul)
Accessories Galore
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
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GRANTHAM, England-Dick Harris was desperately in love,
so he poured a glass of beer over his girlfriend's head, rammed
her car then opened fire on it with a rifle.
They'll be married soon.
"It took a crisis like that to bring me to my senses," said Penny
Leeson, 20, in court Saturday. "Instead of hating Dick for what
he did, it made me realize how much I loved him. I agreed to
marry at once. I realize now I wanted to all the time."
Harris, 29, was fined $90 and banned from driving for six months.

(2 pieces of fish with fries, cole slaw and drink)

(Corner of Morningside & Central)
Open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m., Sun.-'l'hurs. & 11 · midnight, Friday & Sat.
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Lover Cracks Up; Wins Bride

Our
Famous Alfie Order Of Fish and Chips
Coupon good at 3920 Central Ave. S.E.
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Doctor Slowdown Continues

50cOFF

Any Wash and/or lVax lVith This Coupou
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141 Winrock Center North Mall, Albuquerque
532 Ros~rio De Vargas Center, Santa Fe
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WANBLEE, S.D.-FBI and Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
authorities swarmed the reservation Sunday trying to find the
killer of Byron D.esersa, son of a former reservation newspaper
editor and American Indian Movement (AIM) supporter.
Early reports indicated Desersa, 27, Wanblee, was found dead
Saturday night in a car just outside Wanblee, where sporadic
gunfire had occurred throughout the day in an apparent feud between supportet:s and foes of the American Indian Movement.
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CHICKEN FRIED STEAK

$1.79
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Simms Upgrading UNM
Editor:
I find Mr. Simms' recent concern
over upgrading UNM revealing that
he has a very low awareness of the
University, 'society and the human
body in general.
For starters how about the
statistics of last year that 17 million
Americans had to go to a doctor
because of a sports related injury.
Even more alarming 12 million
children below the age of 18 suffered a PERMANENT injury. If Mr.
Simms has a .high 1.0. concern he
will initiate the phasing out of the
costly silver-daggered moccasin
sport of football. The Journal of
Jan. 27 carried the routine report of
a 10 year old kid dying of a heart attack while playing football in a
schoolyard,
Recently a major magazine
carried the report that hi-ranking
students sabotage other students
experiments, cheat, and even more
ridiculous refuse to share pattern
tricks for fear it will corrode the
value of their hi-ranking meal
ticket. Having myself observed this
type of behavior since about the fifth grade, I really wonder where Mr.
Simms received his degree. The U.
of Mars, maybe?
The only purpose for having
schools is to expose human minds
to knowledge and any person who
with free will chooses to attend a
University is obviously making an
attempt to understand something. .
As far as the so-called geniusachiever theory goes it is a[l
unalterable fact that the typical

p jn j 0 n 111111111111!11111111111111111111111111111111!1111!111

Media· Theatre
By Monte Bevins
For the last several months the public has been treated to some
inspired corporate melodrama playing at the Media Theatre. ·
Actors from the Markham advertising and Pony· Panel troups
play the injured maidens, the City Planning Department plays the
Villain, the Chamber of Commerce provides the chorus and a ·local
television commentator plays the fool.
The maidens maintain that the villain is attempting to prevent
them from advertising their charms. The villain says he only wants
to re-arrange the places where the advertising takes place. The
chorus is properly plaintive, and the fool thinks the 'commies' are
coming.

mmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

The villain, being somewhat short, insists on the replacement of
all tall things. Apparently the maidens have for some time used
these tall things to accost low flying aircraft. Indeed the script implies that their real intent was to section by section encroach upon
the air traffic corridors themselves.

Letters 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

At this point, there is a two-year projection into the future
represented by growls, whines, suicide threats and other strange
sounds. All the actors participate in this except the fool who now
thinks the 'Martians' are coming and wants to call the Air Force.

Unjust Sanctioned Immorality On Campus
Editor:
Thank you President Davis. In
spite of loud noises made by certain
people of the arts and the media,
there are many people who appreciate and are encouraged by the
decision to ban the nudity in the
Pilobolus finale. It is a courageous
and admirable move and is long
overdue.
A University has a responsibility
to present a balanced and
meaningful educational experience.
The supreme court has ruled that
some things, such as religion and
morality, are not .allowable in
schools. The student, therefore,
finds himself attacked, surrounded,
accosted, and shaken by those that
expound the exact opposite of
these things. It is unfair and unjust
to allow sanctioned immorality on
campus if morality is not allowed an
equal exposure.
Immorality and indecency creep.
into eve.rything. Virtue, goodness,
and honesty may be lost a degree
at a time when we say that white is
black, day is night, and nudity is
art: Apathetic tolerance of such
has, from a small beginning, grown
to the point where people either accept it as a way of life or resign
themselves to the false idea that little can be done to correct the
blighted mental a'nd spiritual
pollution. Maybe President Davis
wants to show that something can
be done.
If the taxpayers in New Mexico
had an idea of the kind of things
that are going on in our school of
"Free Expression" they would
possibly . vote it closed. Free expression doesn't live at UNM,
because only the liberals that op·
pose morality, modesty, patriotism,
honesty, and other such sentiments

Editorial

Board

Unsigned ·editoriats

represent

II

majorhy opinioo of tt1e Daily Lobo
Staff. Alj olhet ·cofumns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the aulhOt' and do not ntcellllri~
reflect the views of the staff.

are given a voice. Whenever a
voiCe is raised in favor of these
things there is a cry of "Free
Speech being lost" and that voi.ce
is wrongly silenced.
It has been stated with respect to
the question at hand that when
such censorship or opposition happens, something intangible is lost.
True, but on the other hand,
something else, something of even

more importance is gained.
You can tell when the play is almost over when the chorus
begins to solemnly sing a song extolling their 'leading role' in implementing the villain's plan. The villain and the maidens embrace.
The fool sits in a chair and jerks back and forth saying nothing.

H. Bruce Bowman
P.S. A question that can be
raised is "How much attention
does an observer pay to the art of
the dance when the dancer is
naked?" Maybe the art can be appreciated even more in the absence
of distractions.

The maidens and the chorus are excellent in their roles-the
result of constant practice. But the villain gives a weak performance throughout. The fool is routinely superb-some actors
are born.

Obey No Smoking Signs
Editor:
Richard lewis' sympathetic appeal on smokers and smokers'
rights has prompted me to offer a
refutation. I believe that if anyone
has a right to do anything in this
country, they have the right to
breathe clean air. I'm happy to hear
that smokers are willing to extinguish their cigarette if it offends
someone, however, by the time any
ambient smoke is inhaled by
someone who is allergic, it's too
late.
So, rather than having us all wear
"Smoke Offends Me" buttons,
why not just smoke in smoking
areas and observe all "No
Smoking" signs. These rules seem
severely abused. For instance,
there was rampant smoking in
Johnson Gym during walk-through
and drop/add despite the red "No
Smoking" signs painted on the
walls-or was this simply another
example of the special privileges
that smokers take in so-called
stress situations?
As for your "right" to smoke in
restaurants, try this analogy: if you
say that you have a right to smoke
during and/or after eating, then
you'll certainly agree that I have a
right to wash my hands after

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

by

DObNESBURY

eating. But if I walked over to your
table, dipped my hands in your ice
water and wiped them on your
napkin, would you become upset,
Richard? In other words, don't
pollute my air and I won't pollute
yourwaterl
Eric Dressier

&OV£/?NOI?, IF I «<a?&

rou, .I'll Uil/lle aeu..

I MOVt:
IVt: PRO-

CN:KJJH AlON/3. 1 OON'T
711/NK li/71113/? OF US
WANTs TO SP/iNlJ THe
R£57OF 711& MONTH
tJNaJVfR/N6
Yot/R. PAST...

Ct/31J IIIlTH

7716 VOT6,
MR.CHA/1?/MAN..

Laziness

Editor:
Why does linda Fox believe that
the world owes her a right to
breathe? It doesn't appear in the
Constitution or even the ASUNM
constitution. Why should anyone
else stop their smoking so her
fragile lungs can be • safe? She
seems like the virgin who goes into
the bordello with some notion that ·
she is special.
Why does she go into smokefilled rooms if they are so bad for
her? Her own laziness is all that
keeps her lungs from breathing
non-toxic air.
As for me, a non-smoker, her at·
titude is such that I can instantly
see the benefit in smoking. I would,
if faced with her demands, take out
a cigarette and direct the vile
smoke in her direction, which I am
sure would give her more energy
than if her lungs were safe.
S.V. Hinchberger

&OI'f.l!J.J:JR- 7/le KICKBACKs, me ABf/5t:S OF
P0/,(6, Tlll3 NAI?ctJT/CS,
eTC. I'P !MA61N/3 We'IJ
SEe A ffiU INOIOMl?NTS
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Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the Editor
should be no longer than 250
words. typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be included with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld upon agreement
with the Editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,.
please include a name,
telephone number and address of a group member.

But Evelyn Wood Graduates can read
JAWS in 41 Minutes.

At That Speed. The 309 Pages Come
Ac:ross With More lmpac:t Than The Movie.
In Living Blood. You Might Say.

You can do it, too. So far almost 1,000,000 people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests,
different educations have completed the course. Our graduates
are people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a
course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Prac·
tically all of them at least tripled their reading speed with .equal or
better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them · even the
slowest· now read an average novel in less than two hours. They,
read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They
don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no machines,
Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast
they read.

And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right!
They understand more. They rernember more. They enjoy more.
You can do the same thing · the place to leam more about it is
at a free speed reading lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen
have taken.
·
Come to a free Speed Reading Lesson and find out. It is free
to you and you will leave with a better understanding of why it
works. Plan to attend a free Speed Reading Lesson and leam
that it is possible to read 34-5 tim~s faster, with better comprehension.

,-Come to a FREE Speed Reading Lesson Today-......"
You'll increas~ your reading speed
50% to 100% on the spot!

New Mexico
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cells. The idea that because of
some mystical power some people
are geniuses, suicides, morons,
heart attack inclined etc., can and
will be shown to be nothing· more
than ignorant hogwash. Overall,
when one considers the enormous
consumed .volume of toxic food
described in the books such as by
Ralph Nader, it all becomes a case
of understandable nutritionallyinduced lunatic madness.
Tony Rodriguez

human has about forty billion br,ain
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Monday thr(lugh Friday l!Vt'ry regular W~Jt"k
or the t1niYt!r'Sil}' yt!rti' rttld Weekly tiuring lhe
sumtni!r session by Uw noard or Student
l'ublicnlioils of the University ·of Nl'w Mt·xiC() 1
and is not finnncinlly associated with UNM.
Second class postn_gt• Jlnld at Alhtu,utorquc,·
N~Jow Mcxiro ·81131. Subscription rat£' is
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Student Union Building room 250-A or Winrock Center
Times
6:30 and 8:00 p.m.
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Community
College Ups·
Enrollment

U. Religio·us Groups Offer Views
•

WrHHill\lt'd fJ·onJ lillHt' \I

Bah'.au'll'an.
"We feel that Bah'au'll'ah was
the return of Christ," she said, "I
think he is the prophet of today."
The former Jehovah Witness
said, "I perceive .the world in a
totally different light than most
people. The world is my family.
"Everyone (Baha'i followers)
is looking for the day when an international
system
is incorporated."
The club, which consists of
about 30 members, reads from
the book of Kita'b-i-agdas.
Brotherton said her parents
thought she was just going
through a fad when she initially
joined. ''Now," she said, "they're
seeing how it changed my life,
and they're beginning to believe
there is some validity in it.
"I can communicate with the
universe and the oneness of
mankind," she said.
Wayne Cone of the Campus
Crusade for Christ heads the list
of five full-time staff members
which he said are assigned to the
Albuquerque area. The participation rate from UNM is
"around 50 and sometimes as
high as 200," he said.

Cone said, "Probably every meditation," he said. "I've been Pentecostal Church International
main-line Protestant church sup- able to experienc~. a calmness there ar~ three steps to acports us. The individual, nickel· and peace, and do astral projec- complish in order for a person to
and·dime person is our main sup· tions." Robinson explained astral enter heaven following death.
projections saying, "It means They are 1) repent, 2) be happorter."
.
being able to move your con- tized (total immersion) and 3) be
"The Campus Crusade for
sciousness away from your body. filled with the Holy Ghost (with
Christ is not a hell-fire and d!lm·
I thought it was neat; but I the evidence being speaking in
nation scene," he said, "but a
wasn't able to do it for .yery tongues).
logical intellectual approach to
long." '
Hutchins said this plan for
Christ."
Robinsor.
said,
"Through
"salvation''
is found in Acts 2:38.
The
difference
tletween
meditation
I
now
realize
the
only
He
said,
"If
you're saved, you've
Christianity and the other
way
to
solve
problems
is
in
the
received
the
Holy Ghost, and if
religions of the world, especially
inside."
you
haven't,
you're
not saved.
the new-age ones, Cone said, is
The
head
of
the
Pentecostal
"It
all
hinges
on
the
Oneness.
"it (Christianity) claims to be the
Student
Fellowship
In·
"Until
you
have
actually
exonly way. Other ways don't claim
.
ternational,
Les
Hutchins,
said·
perienced
it
yourself,
you
can't
to be the only way. The object of
his organization is a spin-off from knock it," he said. "After repen·
our faith is Jesus Christ and he is
one
of the local churches. "Our tance the aversion dissipates.
the only way."
meetings
are designed to aid the
"I'm not here to condemn
But, Cone said, "Although I
Pentecostal
individual
on
cam·
anyone.
In the end God will
grew up in a 'Christian' society I
pus,"
he
said,
"but
we
are
exjudge.''
am a Christian of my own free
tremely missionary oriented.
Hutchins said membership in
will."
"We sing on the mall north of the group has been "pretty low
Phil Robinson is the student
the SUB," Hutchins said.
this year." He attributed the
representative from the Divine
This particular Pentecostal decline in interest in religion on
Light Mission. His meditative
sect, Hutchins said, believes the"··campus to "the newness"
"teacher," 18-year-old Guru
Trinity-God, the Holy Ghost wearingoff.
and Jesus-are actually "three
"To me, they got into
Maharaj Ji, is headquartered in
Denver. Robinson said ·the
manifestations
of
one something that was a kick like
teenage religious leader came to
being-God. The God of the Old the drugs of the sixties," Hut·
the United States from India
Testament is indeed the Jesus of chiris said. "What we try to give
when he was 12.
the New Testament."
people isreal substance."
"We practice a type of
For followers of the United
(Editor's N"te: The seciJ?Id

part rif this se1ies on campus
religious orgm!izations will be in
tomorrow's LOBO.}

A~tention

Graduating Senior);!! Find

QUt

how

you c~n g~t a free uncircullJtl;!d sllver·dollar. Con·
tact. Career Services Center, 2nd flo(Jr, Mesa

Vist,'l.·South,
The GSA offices will be open for the Spring
semester on Mon.-Thurs., 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
will be closed on_ Fridays. Bill 'rryon, GSA
president, will keep office hours Mon.-Thurs., 9 to
10 a,m,, and by appointmCnt.
Free, patrollcl:i, bike Parking lot behind Carlisi~
Gym. Lot is guarded 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays,

Application forms for the N.M. State Summer
Intern Program nrc available at the Career Servi~es Center, 2nd Ooor, Mesa VJ.sta·South.

NEW CLASSES

TAICHICHIH
FOR STUDENTS
Morning Class 9am Mon. & Wed. Starts Feb. 9
Aft.ernoon Class 2pm Tue. & Thurs. Starts Feb. 3
Saturday Class 1-3pm Starts Feb. 14
$20.00 Each- Call to Enroll

OPEN MIND BOOKSTORE
3010 Central lopp. Lobo Theatre)

262-0066

frmn pagt• J J

month·old groundlings breaking
into tears.
Rod was impressed with the
performance., but added, "I
couldn't hear all of it."
The dances by the butterflies
and the lobsters won the ap·
proval of the audience, who
couldn't contain their applause
when the dances were over. It
was one. of the few times the
audience applauded. "They don't
know when to clap," Rod explained.
"I liked peedlebum and dee
(Tweedledum and Tweedledee)
the best," Rod's younger brother
Tom said. Rod looked down upon
his brother's appreciation of the
slapstick rendition of the Walrus
and the Carpenter.

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Earn $ 10 a week
donate twice weekly

Den mothers and baby sitters
wandered around with the help
of a caterpillar and a few birds
rounding up lost and hiding
children. Most of the adults
found the show confusing and
thought it was above the heads of
their children.
"How could they understand
it, I couldn't even follow the
plot," one mother complained.
Her daughter nodded en·
thusiastically when asked if she
like the show.
Rod returned with Bill in tow.

I'oliry for t.ip St"r\•kt>-·Notir<!~ run. thl'" rwy
bdor£' ;lnd the day or the ('\'etll, ~f)ll('(' avalhthh•.
Notice~ :~re not arrt'ptcd by l'hon('. Organiti'Ltit>ns
rnay pick up forms [o mail in to tl1(' 1.080.
Dt'adlint'" for noticl's is 4:30 p.m~ thf." day before
publiC'at;on. The LOBO t(lsl'rvcs lht' right to t>dit
Mlirl•S and th•h.•lt• tllos:t• ('fHJSidt'rt•d inapprofJrial<'
for this tulumn.

The ASUNM Crafts Shop has facilities lor
jewelry work, ceramic.s, candle making,
photography, silk screening, and other arts and
crafts, Available to all studMls. It's in the SUB
basement next to the Games Area, open 9 a.m, to 9
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday and noon to Sp.m. Saturday.

Appllcations for AStJNM Student Court can b...
picked up at Student Gov't office, rm. 242, SUB,
AS.A Gallery needs help In all aspects of gallery
work. Interested students call Vicki, 277·5395,

BLOOD

PLASMA
•

.e . .

Wark

Wanders

8 am to 5 pm

SJo·mphonr of

llatha

l..itt· offers dass{'s in meditation,

yog.'l.

aslroff)gy. T'ai Chi Chuh,
mE'taphysir.'ll Hihlc .study, psy('ho-cybl"rnetics:
children's dasS(':'i• discu~sion groups. and mort•.
F'urthL·rinfo f"itii89A·9120, M -F, 10 a.m. to a p.m.

Scn:tLrl:'sS IJc('ky Lowry will hoJd her "m;rma'l ..
offit!e hours on Tuesdays and Thursdays J0:30
a.m. to 4:30p.m. in the son box office fwherr· the
batsfiv<!J.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

RESIDENCE

1307 CENTRAL NE

APJlli('ations for two student opl•nlngs on
Spt·.akt•I"S \ommittN· will bl' ncccptt'd until F('b. 5.
Applv StLJdl•nt Gov'L orfie(•,.:N2, SOH

-==========::;-

DOCTOR IN

AlBUQUERQUE

Maybe Lewis Carroll knew
who he was trying to reach when
he wrote the story.

Juniper will continue td hbld meetings for Gn.y
women and tnen. Womt"n ll1l'ci Tuesdays, men on
WednE'.Sday, both are at. 8 p.m. in the JurtiJicf tlf·
ftC{', rm t05fi, Mt•sa Vista Hall. Call277-2564.

DONOR CENTER

842-6991

I asked Rod if he understood
Wonderland was
about. "No, but it was fun;· he
said and dragged his little
brothers out to wait for mom.
what Alice In

Applications for ASUNM Conslij.utional Con
vention cill1 be pieked Ill' at th.e Student Gov't ofrite, rm 242, SUH. No (~XfJrfi('f1«:'C r1CI."l'SSary.

Tuesday--:-Saturday

Laba Classifieds

Bill had been busy flushing
toilets in the boys restroom for
most of the performance. ''I'm
tellin' mom," Rod threatened.
Bill seemed unconcerned.

Wom&n nnrl lh•alth c~m·-a propns<'d new
wumall studi£•;; rourst•- will ht• di~russl'd Mrmd:1y.
fEh. 2 at 3:30 Jl.ln. in Marron Hall Hm. 225.
t•ryonc- W(')eotne. Bring idf'a.S for topiC's, books,
film~.- and ~(J£•akt•rs.

And now you too con gel ydur half -cut w1tl'l the tllorkhdm
Siylolnnovdloi MethOd 101 Sll or less (OfOI len thon'$.55) 11'la
Markham Sfvle lhMvOIDt thbp f1~led bet ow Offotl ~ou slyfil'lg
e1PIHhSe at'ICf methOd$ dev(lloped by Jim Mtlrkt\IJI'n In Od·
dohOI'l lheyn;, exdusrvO" Sdurcel ol the_ mu•:h·wohtad
Markhorfl }tvre lnnovotu Grootrllhg Produer~ Indulge vovr·
sell
11

Head TripS tor Dude!s

A\arl~·-·

a. Dolls"

International

Hair Design ·Centre

' ::::~«:~:~::~··~~~::r;::;.;r:;~~·:., '.

Photo by WeCidell Huflt

Deadline is April 1.

Ch1'ldren Prove Tough Au.di'ence
I Conthnwd

·~·

The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNI·
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program, will
offer July 5-August 13, anthropology, art, education, folklore, his·
tory, political science, language and
literature. Tuition and fees, $195;
board and room with Mexican family
$280. Write to GUADALAJAIM
SUMMER SCHOOL, Office of Inter·
national Programs, University oi
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

Commun'ity
College
enrollment for this semester had
reached 3600 by Friday, an increase of about 22 per cent over
last semester, Director lise Gay
reported.
Registration for the 120 noncredit courses will continue
through next week, she said,
although most courses are
already closed.
Classes cover a wide range of
practical,
recreational
and
academic subjects including accounting, ballroom dancing,
photography, ice skating, speed
reading, spinning and weaving,
woodcarving,
Spanish
and
.history.

for the surrounding area; Previously irrigation
was difficult because it affected the water
pressure in the buildings. Water will be pumped
into the pond at night and used to irrigate during
theday.
·

... Pied Piper Lures Rats to Dea~h
fConliJHI('(I from Jrnnt• 2t

trol. To permanently get rid of
rats, their environment must be
changed so that they no longer
have food, water and shelter
available to them.
Changing the rats' environment to their disadvantage
means improving it for people.
Getting rid of piles of junk, abandoned cars and appliances and
weeds will take away hiding
places for rats.
Animal feed for livestock and
pets should be stored in rat-proof
containers- me tal cans with
lids~if not used immediately for

feeding. One of the most important food sources for rats in
rural areas is animal feed. Rats
will also take uneaten food from
pets' food dishes-almost right
from under a dog's nose. Pets
should be fed indoors or should
be given an amount of food they
can easily consume in one
feeding.
The Rat Control Program is
working ·closely with the Solid
Waste Section and Regional Offices of the EIA and with
municipal and county governments to improve refuse collection services and to reduce rat in-

festations at local landfill sites.
Organized
neighborhood
cleanup campaigns can be ·instrumental in reducing the
amount of unwanted large items
(lumber, appliances, etc.) serving
as actuaf or potential rat shelter.
The Rat Control Program has
initiated such cleanup projects in
Clovis, Albuquerque and Texico.
The removal of nearly all the
rat shelter may have more of an
impact on rat populations than
would a year's efforts at rat
poisoning.

from TODAY 'till Feb. 7,a

ALE
$1~20/IIL T:¥.E
We're already the cheapest, but we're having a one week special sale
on 5,000 lbs. of all 20 kinds of our natural jute. We sell by true weight
(do other stores actually weigh it for you?). And we'll sell any amount
you want -in yards or pounds. It's all the highest quality, too- not
the stuff others are selling that falls apart or just looks lousy. And you
can return what you don't use. Pretty good, wouldn't you say: Bring
your ideas and friends and stock up Mw. We've got what you want.
Open 10·6 Mon.- Sat.

VILLAG: \VOOU
Fibercraft materials and supplies
308 San Felipe in Old Town.
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• ':Lifeboat" with Alfred
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presents

e 10 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 1 p.m.e
: Hitchcock and Tallulah
• Bankhead.
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·Regular Weeklv TGC Charters
via Denver to FRANKFURT
•Stay f~om 2 weeks to 4 month
•No membership required·
anybody can go
•CAB approved & operated.by
CONDOR AIRLINES, World's
largest charter carrier, fully
owned by the German Federal
Government
•Convenient, same-day connec·
lions between Albuquerque and
Denver.

•

•

•ALBUQUERQUE to
FRANKFURT $455

• "Gene A~trey" 3 and
• "Fort Bragg"
·

g"
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•
Sponsored by •
:
ASUNM &
:
: Student Activitie~ :

• Watch for Wed. Free Films •

• ••••••• ••••••••
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~
SUMMER SESSION
Interested Students
Should Contact:
The Office of International
Programs & Services
The University of New Mexico
1717 Roma, N.E.
Albuquerque, N.,M. 87131

MADRID, SPAIN
June 21· July 30,1976
Courses in Spanish
and History
277-4032

REQUEST DETAIL BROCHURE FROM :

International Programs & Services : Phone 277-4032

Very heavy demand for June to August
Early Reservations Essential
Offered by Trans·Giobe Travel Inc. of Denver.
,,
c
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• SUB Theatre

and UNM Academic Program
.--~UMMER, 1976
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This should not affect the fish, said Van Dorn
Hooker, University architect. During the summer
the water will have to be changed every three to
five days. Initially, the fish will have to be fed, but
the Biology department has made recommendations for plant life to make the pond self
sustaining. The fence will remain up until lan·
dscaping is finished.

•• ~"'
•• ~z

ANNOUNCING
EUROPEAN CHARTER FLIGHTS

Duck Pond Loses
Fo-wl Image
..
By Evelyn Vigil
After nearly 20 years of planning: the duck pond
has become a reality. Unfortunately, the ducks
have been cancelled. The pond will be stocked with
bass and perch instead, but fishing will not be
allowed.
The bottom of the pond has baen lined with an
expanding clay to hold the water until the pond
creates its own natural lining. The Game and Fish
Department has been asked to stock th'e pond with
game fish. No commitment has been made, but· the
pond will be filled with water in this week.
The purpose of the pond ~s not to bring Tingley
Beach to campus, but to serve as an irrigation pond
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Trumpet ~ecito.l

l

The music department of UNM 'will sponsor a recital featuring a
member of the Utah Symphony Orchestra.
o

.g
...:1

On Monday, Feb. 2, at 8:15p.m., trumpet virtuoso Anthony Plog
will give a trumpet recital in Keller Hall in the Fine Arts Center.

All Slenze With Little Substnnce:
'0' Flnlls Away nt Property V~lues

"The Story of 0 ''
Directed by Just Jaeckin
Playing at the Lobo Theater

"'

*

*

By Terry England
Today's review is brought to
The recital progr~m includes "Sonata No.6" by Gabrielli, "Sinfonia
·
con Tromba" by Torelli, "Rondo for Lifey" by Bernstein, "Im- you by the letter 0.
Many words begin with the letprovisational Episodes" by Plog, "Koperkwartet" by Badings,
B "Sonata No.5" by Gabrielli, ''Sonata No.1" by Fantani, "Interbalances ter 0. Oil. Orifice. Oral. Orgasm.
Onanism. Organ. And now, we
·~ 4 for Trumpet and Narrator" by Childs, and "Caprice" by Bozza.
::;g
have The Story of 0. Which
Plog is a graduate of UCLA and a former student of Thomas brings to mind another 0 word:
:;:
Q)
Stevens and Irving Busch, Currently with the Utah Symphony, he Offal.
z also does solo and brass quintet recitals.
The first time I came into contact with the Story of 0 was
when I was a serviceman
stationed on an island with 1300
other male GI's. The book form of
Story of 0 was pretty popular
but not like A Man and His Maid.
Now they have brought tliis
master work to the screen.
Imagine a giant Penthouse centerfold. Imagine that sleazy
broad in the photo moving
around in the ecstasy of some
photographer's sexual fantasy.
Now you have a good idea of the
quality of imagery here.
Actually, the whole film comes
off as sexual fantasies of some
pimply-faced high school kid. It
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
even looks like a fuzzy dream
UNM School of Law, Room 102
with the soft-focus lens blending
the colors into nice shades of
February 7, 1976
The Test:
pastels. The nice pastels are
The Review Course: February 2·5, 1976
designed to dazzle the viewer
with pretty colors to cover-up
the fact there is nothing of substance to be seen. And that is the
There are a few spaces left. Interested students
secret of making slick porno
should be at room 102 at the Law School no later
movies: a sleazy broad, some
satin
sheets, and a jar of Vaseline
than 5:45 tonight. cost: $80.00
(for the camera lens, of course).
But all that technical stuff
aside, the story itself is
somewhat soft-focus also. 0, our
heroine, will do anything for her
Professional Educators of New Mexlc
Post Office Box 26045
lover Rene. So Rene packs her off
to an academy where she is
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125
(505) 255·4050
taught proper respect for men:

;~j~~~~~~~~~~iii~~~~~~~~~ii'~d~oin'jt~t~ailk~,jd~oin~~~l~o~~~tih~em~i~n~t~he
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For people who think they
can't afford .a good all-electric
portable typewriter...

"Kate and Anna McGarrigle"
Warner Brothers BS-2862

*

r

M':'ldaur..

*

• • r.-
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"At the Montreux Jazz Festival
1975"
Joe Pass
Pablo Records/2310-752

"' "' "'
Review by Thomas Lindsey,

The solo guitar CQncert. What'
does it convey t9 you? Segovia?
Or perhaps Robbie Basho or John
Fahey? Leo Kotke? Sandy ,Bull?
In truth there are many styles of
music and musicianship in this
form, but solo jazz guitar? It is
just not done. Only it WAS
done...:_and marvelously-by Joe
stay closer to home. Anna's Pass last July in Switzerland.
"Complainte Pour Ste. This disc documents that conCatherine," an upbeat song done cert.
Guitarists who get into this
in the style of French Canadian
children's music, is simply grand. album will marvel at the ease
So is "Heart Like a Wheel," an with which he executes comuncomplicated family affair plexities of guitar passages, and
which has Janie McGarrigle, jazz lovers will be likewise awed
by a concomitant superb sense of
another sister, on organ.
harmonic imagination and rhythThe only cut on which the mic & melodic invention. Pass
McGarrigle team seem out of distills the essential melodic/harle;tgue is "Travelling On For monic trappings of such standard
Jesus," a traditional spiritual ballads as "Willow Weep For
performed in the reggae style of Me," "I'm Glad There Is You,"
Frederick McQueen (of Bahaman "More Than You Know" and ·
fame). The Canadian songsters "The Very Thought Of You," and
are hardly Caribbean Mahalia weaves them, as only a master of
Jacks<Jns. Their spirit here is both a musical idiom and of an insorely flagging.
strument can, into tapestries of
sound that demonstrate both a
Perhaps the McGarrigles will notable virtuosity of technique
never make it in any sense of the and a refreshingly stimulating
word. They lack a polished sound musical erudition. He also swings
and they are too dedicated to with furiously imaginative rhyththeir music to bastardize its mic force--'-the best examples of
origins--or its originality.
which here are his own tunes:

"Grete," "Blues For Nina" and
"The Band Plays On"
uNobs,"
Backstreet Crawler
Jazz guitar as a forceful, im- Atco/SD36-125
portant solo instrument began
"' * *
with Eddie Lang in the 20's and .
Review by Renzo Giromini
had such major exponents as
Backstreet Crawler, featuring
Charlie Christian (who first ex-Free guitarist Paul Kossof,
realized t'he possibilities of the has produced a thoroughly
electric guitar in the jazz form), forgettable album.
and Django Reinhardt in . the
"The Band Plays On" main"pre-Modern Jazz" days. Pass, tains, throughout, a single
who is both thoroughly modern pedestrian beat. Lead vocalist
and thoroughly his own man, Terry Wilson-Siesser makes a
pays a note of praise ·to Reinhar- feeble attempt to imitate Terry
dt by recording his "Nuages," Reid's vocal style, most evident
which is one of the loveliest items on the song "Stealing My Way."
here. He aL<>o does a Stevie Won- Although Wilson-Slesser mimics
der tune (to bring things home to Reid's phrasing, he lacks Reid's
the time trippers. lost in his distinct style of desperation and
echoes of Reinhardt?) and a incohere~.:!e. Kossof's guitar is
George and Ira Gershwin tune.
buried·io a muddy mix, and even
Anyone who loves go"od jazz, what comes through ain't worth
or great guitar, or just good hearing.
music that is played with soul &
style but with none of the imRedeeming features: it IS a
pediments of "commercial adap- round record, with a hole in the
tation" should really enjoy this middle. That alone makes it
eloquent and audacious concert superior to a square record with
by Joe Pass.
a hole in the side.
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PRESENTS IN CONCERT
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In this, a jaunty and joyful first at that, the McGarrigles perform nine of their own tunes, adding a few traditional ballads and
spirituals to even out the disc.
They perform best when they

that
she suffered for him. He
ge~ says
~some~~e~mM~~h~.
yes, and begins a long

Jacqueline
the academy ·
When to
shego tofinally
and become Rene's property, 0
has won. She becomes master of
her situation and can take
anything. We know this because
she puts an owl mask-bird of
prey-to wear to a party where

monologue about his love for her.
She takes an iron cigarette
holder and brands him with a
small "o" on his wrist.
Nowwhoownswhom?

THURS.

Feb. 16, 1976 8:30 P.M.
Tickets Available At:

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

SRO. General Store, Gold Street, Reidlings.
21st Century Sound (Eubank). Pimentel Guitars (1st Plaza)
Kalso Earth Shoes (Coronado center)
• i

The All-New

BIG BOY COMBO

~••a.IE•f(!)l] METEOR ELECTRIC

ORIGINAL

DOUBLE

DECK

o«"'' eo:plr111J '112917&

',,t

Albuquerque Ticket Agency
(Coronado Center 293-7301)
Goldstreet (Across From UNM)
21st Century Sound Budget Tapes & Records
Candy Man {Santa Fe) Maynords Music (Old Town)
•• A Portion Of the Proceeds Will Be Donated to the
Sierra Club "

Civic Auditorium

Electric return
5 repeat k'ys
handsome
carrying case

5th BPM

ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION
CENTER
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

ON STAGE

12" carriage

One-year warranty on all
parts and labor

*

Review.by Jon Bowman
Kate and Anna McGarrigle is
the kind of album that won't find
its way onto AM radio, and
probably won't be played much
by FM disc-jockies either. Which
is a shame.
A first album, it represents a
musical. depth and ecleticism
which few of our radio stations
can boast. That's not to say it will
appeal to all tastes or that it
should be canonized along with
Sergeant 'Pepper's and other
superbly ecletic albums. It just
means that Sisters Kate and Anna deserve some play. Their
music is beautiful i.n its range and
clarity--unlike so much of the socalled "folk rock" of such contemporary droners as Neil Young
and Dan Fogelburg.
For those of you who don't
know already, Kate is the wife of
Loudon Wainwright. Loudon has
recorded a number of her songs
as have others, including Maria

BIG
BOY

••
$24900
••
•• Duke City Typewriter Co.
•• 265-8347
1325 San Mateo Blvd., N.E.
••......•...........•.•.
~

·
eye, and never cross your legs.. she will be the star attraction.
When she does wrong, she gets We see her standing tall and
whipped. After a while, it proud at the party, her shining
becomes daily occurrence for 0, nakedness a beacon in the darl>
and boring for the audience, 0 is sea of tuxedoes that surround
released from the academy in her, waiting to engulf her in lust.
time to keep the audience awake, Stefan watches all this, while
thinking there will be something some female narrator burbles on
new.
about his being "enthralled in the
Now 0 is the perfect woman: measure of his power." Actually,
submissive, willing to take it Stefan, and all the males in 0,
lying down and any other way come across as nothing more
they give it to her. She goes back than powerless jackasses who
to
her
job
as
fashion only use their heads when· they
photographer where there is this have an erection.
Phaugh. What pretension.
This movie is an attempt to
make pornography an elite thing,
to be enjoyed by elitists of taste
and intellectual ability. All it
does is convince anyone with intellectual ability of the stupidity
Jacqueline who poses for her. of the whole affair. This is not a
Jacqueline should have left, town film exploring the psyches of
because she is soon caught up in people, in order to learn of the
O's
lovers
tetrehedron. experiences that make human
Everybody knows, because film- life what it is. It is a cheap shot
maker after filmmaker . has for that segment of society who
shown us, that a fashion thinks slick photography and
photographer soon makes their original music will help bring
subjects submit to them blatant pranography up out of
sexually. So it goes with 0 and the gutter and into the realm of
her blonde model.
True Art.
Meanwhile, O's lover gives her
Still, The Story of 0 will do
to his pseudt;>-brother ·Stefan. good in Albuquerque because
Stefan is a mean son-of-a-bitch. there are people who believe it to
He controls 0, making her do be the "in" thing, a "must" to see
disgusting things and getting a because of the aura of mystique
real charge out of watching Nora, surrounding it. There· is,
his black maid, whip 0. Stefan however, social comment in it:
freely gives her to any man who property values.
desires her, and watches the fun
0 is considered property of at
with pleasure.
first Rene, then Stefan, to do
0, of course, falls in love with with as they please. When she
him. "I didn't know what love becomes the complete property
was before we met," she tells of Stefan, she is branded with his
him. As the film slips along, it initials. Her ass is now his.
becomes clear she doesn't know
Ah, but 0 still has a little
what it is after she meets him, pride. In the closing scene she
either.
asks if he would be willing to suf-

Lob'o
Review
of
Records

mcGnrrl.gl.e, ffiontreux, Ctawler
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PRODUCTION

ASUNM Speakers Committee Presents
WILL ROGERS, JR.

SHIRLEY CHISHOLM

Feb. 4 ·Popejoy Hall- 8pm

Feb. 7 ·Popejoy Hall- Sam

Newspaper publisher, foreign correspondent U.S. Congressman, World War II tank
commander, government administrator
movie actor, lecturer, TV host, and commentator, such is a thumbnail account of
the life of Will Rogers Jr.

Admission $2.25 public, $1.00 students and
children under 12

'

I'
I

I

Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, the fore·
most black political leader in America Today
will be speaking on "Protest, Order- and
Justice."

Admission $2.50 public, '$1.00 students

F'or both shows, tickets will be sold at S.UB Box Office,
Popejoy Hall and Reidlings Music on Menaul.
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McTear, Ripley
Shine in Jaycee
Track Invitational
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High School sensation Houston McTear of Florida blazes the Tingley Coliseum 50- and
60-yard dashes. McTear is the co-holder of 100-yar.d world's record.

.,

Pole vaulter Don Ripley soared over a meet record-high
18-1, but he thought it was 18-1'h, a world's record.

By T. R. Teeple
previous vault bringing it down
Everyone at Tingley Coliseum to 18-1. What made it even more
Saturday night was quite ex· dissappointing was the fact he
cited, especially Dan Ripley.
had cleared the bar by at least
He, along with 9000 track-and· two inches, maybe more.
field fans at the Albuquerque
"It was the best jump of my
Jaycee Invitational thought he life," Ripley said. But he did not
broke his own world's indoor blame the officials for the conrecord in the pole vault at 18-1 fusion. It was his responsibility,
1/2. While he t!;)Ok his "victory" he said, to check the height imlap meet officials remeasured the mediately after the vault.
bar height and found it measured
only 18-1, one fourth of an inch
short of the world's mark.
Still thinking he had the new
mark Ripley described how his
recent performances had been so
poor he had been thinking of quitTo say tpe least it was a night
ting. Now he was ecstatic and of ups and downs for Dan Ripley
talked enthusiastically about his. of the Pacific Coast Club.
performance. He was parIn the high jump, world record
ticularly pleased with his plant holder Dwight Stones took the
because he said he had ex· event with a new meet mark, 7-3.
perienced difficulties with the Earlier in the evening Stones
technique in the past.
said. "I'm just taking it easy now.
Then the bomb dropped. It was In a couple of weeks I'll start
no world's record after all. An of· jumping harder to 'work myself
ficial informed the dismayed pole into a peak for the Olympics.
vaulter ~nd a startled group of
''I'm really pretty much out of
newsmen.
shape at this point."
Second-place finisher Roland
Early in his c~reer Stones had
Carter had bent the bar on his trouble with track officials,

Greg Joy of Texas-El Paso
finished second at 7-2.
Houston McTear, co-holder of
the world recor in the 100 yard
dash, lived up to everyone's ex·
pectations as he took both the 50and 60-yard dashes, UNM's Jose
LaPorte came in second in the 50,
f o 11 owed by Sand i a high
sophomore Mike Carter.
Tommie Lee White of the Maccabi Track Club took the men's
60-yard high hurdles with a time
of :07.2 Lobes Melvin Powers and
Marlon Gates came in second and
third respectively.
In an exciting 440-yard dash
Herman Frazier of Arizona State
edged Michael Solomon of New
Mexico and Trinidad by onetenth of a second.
Danie Malan of South Africa
had an easy time in the 880-yard
run while his fellow countryman
Ewald Bonzet nosed out former
New Mexican and 0 I y m pic
marathon gold medalist Frank
Shorter in the two-mile. Rick
Rojas of Los Alamos took third.
Much to the delight of the
crown UNM won the mile relay
agead of Abilene Christian,

his then brash, sometimes
arrogant·personality. "The press
and I are taking it easy n:ow," he
said. "I've grown up a lot. I've
made a lot of· friends in the last
couple of years."

Finally in the "Celebrity 40"
former Albuquerque Duke
second basemen Bobby Randall
edged out a speedy Governor
Jerry Apodaca. Lobo football
coach Bill Mondt was third.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DUPLICATING CENTER
Room 215, SUB

Ph. ext 5528

HOURS
Monday 9:00 to 3:30
Tuesday 12:30 to 5:00
Wed. 9:00 to 10:30 & 12:30 to 4:30
Thursday 12:30 to 3:00
Fri. 9:00 to 12:30 & 2:00 to 5:00
XEROX
8% x11 5¢
8Y2 X 14 7¢

11 X 14 10¢
14x 18 13¢
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at excellent prices.
Many colors, styles, and sizes of distinctive

.m-ade by local craftsmen. Also, sand cast and bark

'A~

MAT~() ~f

I

I

tiigh·quality shell, stone. and silver Heishi

Chokers
Maerame

I

1

t

pc~s.

Head Supplies: Papers, 15 cents, Small Pipes $1 - $2.

Dittos-5¢

I

I

'VAC~'

1CJ1Ci

I

Eas~rnNewMexkoandUTEP.

10:00- 7:00
Mon-Sat

MIMEO & DITTO
5 copies for 3¢
Stencils-15¢

Mormons Storm Over Norman

z
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By Randy Builder
When
the
Lobes
are
outrebounded by their op·
ponents, 44-25, calle.d for
numerous w·alking violations,
and miss the front end of one-oneones they are headed for trouble.
That was the case Friday night
when UNM lost to Brigham
Young 81-67 in the first of two
road games.
The Lobos began to lose
ground early in the first half as
the Cougars grabbed down
rebounds from baskets the Lobos
missed and converted them into
goals. But with the first half
almost gone the Lobos with many
opportunities could not catch up.
Half-time :;tatistics do not tell
the whole story as the Lobos
were behind the Cougars 37-30,
but made 48 percent of their floor
shots compared to 44 percent
made by Brigham Young. The
real story is hidden behind these
numbers as UNM took 25 shots
at the hoop while the Cougars attempted 39 baskets averaging
almost two attempts per minute.
It was in the first half when
the Lobos began to break their
record in turnovers in a single
game this season (34), committing half of them in that half.
Larry Gray himself was called
six times for walking during the
first half when the Lobos were
desparately in need of baskets.
At this point the Lobes seemed
to be afraid to play more
aggressively as they feared it
would result in another turnover.
If it was not a walking violation
or ban ball handling that forced
them into a turnover it was the
22 fouls called against them '
during the game.
At the start of the second half,
the Lobos, down by seven, had to
handle the ball more carefully,
retrieve more rebounds and try
to force turnovers if they were to
come out on top and defeat BYU.
But they never caught up. They
came within four with a little
more than 10 minutes to play.
Mark Handy of BYU played
most of the first half without get·
ting a single basket for the
Cougars but came back in the
second half with 14 points. Jay
Cheesman led in scoring with 18
points and in rebounds for the
game. The other double figure
scorer for the Cougars was Bernie Thompson with 12.
For the Lobes, Ricky ''Trick"
Williams led with 15, 11 of them
in the first half. The only other
player in double figures was
Mike Patterson with 12 who tied
with Norm Cacy for rebounding
honors with four.

UU 34, Lobos 32
By Harold Smith
UNM came out with its three·
out offense, and''& zone defense.
Coach Norm Ellenberger sue·
ceeded in slowing down the
. game, but Utah succeeded in win·
ning the game in Salt Lake City,
34-32, Saturday night.
The Lobos, who set a Western
Athletic Conference record for
the least points scored in a game,
dropped to 3·3 in league competition and 11-8 overall. UNM
has now lost three straight
games, and they face tough
Texas-El Paso next Saturday af·
ternoon.
The zone and the spread of·
fense worked for the Lobes in the
initial stages of the contest. but

when they fell behind the Utes
refused to attack the three-out,
and especially guard Ricky
Williams.
Only one player scored in
double figures in the contest, and
he tallied 10. Ute Buster·
J\:1atheny took the scoring
honors.
The limping Wolfpack was led
by the eight points each of Mike
Patterson and Larry Gray. Ricky
Williams, George Berry and Dan
Davis had six,
New Mexico came back from
Friday night's thrashing at the
hands of Brigham Young by
outrebounding Utah, now in
second place with a 4-1 record

behind Arizona. UNM got 21
boards compared to the Utes' 11.
Gray had six and Berry and
Patterson had five. Utah's Chas
Menatti and Matheny had three.
The second half was tense with
both sides holding the ball for
seemingly endless periods of
time. Much of the game was
played above the top of the key.
Williams spent his time skirting
the half-court mark.
Halftime felt longer to the
television
viewers
in
Albuquerque than the halves,
and the game was over early
·enough (around 9 p.m.) that
Mary Tyler Moore and Bob
Newhart fans got a triple treat

Saturday night special._
After the game Lobo assistant
coach Jim Newman said they had
planned to call a time out if Utah
miss\•d the free throw with three
seconds left. The Ute did indeed
miss the charity toss, and sub
guard Dave Otero got the
rebound.
Then with the precious secon·
ds quickly ticking off the clock
Otero either could not gain con·
trol of the basketball as he and
the ball bounded toward the time
line, or he forgot about the time
factor.
Newman said they had some
"new" guys in the game then,
and "they apparently weren't

listening very good."
Although New Mexico lowered
its 30-plus turnovers from the
previous night to 12, Utah only
had five.
At the end of the game UNM
did not have seven personals and
Williams; Dale Slaughter and
Otero had to keep fouling in order to get to•that point. UU took
the ball out of bounds three or
four times on the foul call as Jeff
Jonas
dribbled
around
destroying the Lobo's comeback
plans,
UNM also set a WAC record
for the least free throws; but at
least they were 100 per cent accurate. Patterson hit 2-2. ·

The new 120-page HP-21 Application Book-a $10 value-c~m
be yours tree if you buy an HP-21 now. Contains major sections
on Statistics, Mathematics, Finance, Navigation, Surveying,
Conversions. Gives you 50 valuable applications to help you
get the most from your HP-21 Scientific Calculator.
The HP-21 puts incredible problem-solving power in your
hands-at the remarkably low price of only $100. You get:
32 preprogrammed functions and operations.

Including rectangular/polarcoordinate conversion, register
arithmetic, common log evaluation and trig functions in
radians or degrees.
TINo display options.

You can select fixed decimal, the most commonly-used
notation, or scientific notation. When a number is too
large or too small for fixed decimal, the HP-21
automatically switches to scientific.
RPN logic.
The professional error-saving system, with 4-memory
stack, lets you solve problems your way-without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies
or restructuring beforehand.
Uncompromising HP quality.
One reason Nobel Laureates, astronauts and
-!
1,000,000 other professionals own and depend
·-.~·on Hewlett-Packard calculators.
·. ·~et yolir·HR·21 today, complete with owner's
_,handpook, battery pack, recharging unit and soft
carrytng case with handy belt loop at only $99.95
·,··Take advantage of this special value on the
· · HP-21 today. Offer good only between
· Januaty 15 and March 15, 1976.

~OLMA~;s, INC.)
401 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
Phone (505)·265-7981
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BELLY PANC.ING CLASSES at Th!! Blue
Hareem, 2217 Lead SE, 255·1967. 2/2

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

PETITION DIVORCES arranged by leg;~l clerk
$36 plus filing fee, 296·4977, 24 ho\lr answering
service, 2/5
BM3YSITTER; evenings and some afternoons.
266-8233. 2/3

Rates: 15~ents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine een·
ts per word per day tno refunds if cancelled
before five Insertions!. Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance.

~

0

0

Marron Hall room 13:1 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131

~

0
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1. PERSONALS.
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PLANETS AT NEDS through Jan. 31. St;~rt Feb.
1-Barnaby. You'lllove our new dance floor, 2/3

~

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·

~

ds who care at Birthright, 247·9819. _U_n_ __

Q)

z

NEED TO JOIN Car-pool Santa Fe to UNM. Pete
471·2129. 2/4
C\l
~----- · - ':· ECONOMICS TUTOR NEEDED for Econ-201 im·
b.O meamtely $1),50 hr, 262-0292 after 8:00p.m. 2/5

p:!

ISWU MEETING. February 5, 8;00 p.m. Casa-de·
Sol. 2/5
QUALITY HAND MADE Colombian Ruanas,
good for cold and mild Weather. 277·2378. 2/6
SO YOU THINK no one could possibly understand
your problems? Try us. AGORA 277-3013. 2/6 •
GIRL-Eager, creative, good manual dex·
terify-wants unordinary job with flexible hours.
Some cash register experience, other machinPs,
UNM Vicinity. 243·5353. 2/6

2.

LOST & FOUND

REWARD: for Silver Turquoise circle pin. One
stone missing. Lost on campus 1/22. Sentimental
value. 277-2443,247-4983. 2/2
LOST I,ADY'S GRUEN Watch. 277·2014 Pat
Reward. 2/2

5.

FORSALE

20 USED TV's $30·$60, 441 Wyoming N.E .. 255·
5987. 3/1

STEREO DEI'T. Closing all stereo department
components, recorders, consoles, tape players, 50
to 50% off. While they last. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 2/2
TEN SPEED BIKE 23", $55. 243·4652, 2436398. 2/l!
COLOR TV. Brand names. Big screen. Assume
payments of $7,00 Jl~r mpnth. 3105 Central NE.
256-3505. 2/2
CANON QL/7 Camera, 277-2874.

LOST: .DitOWN Corduroy coal with green gloves
in pockets, Call 268-5287 nnd leave message for
Ken. 2/3

NECCHI ZIG ZAG. Christmas Jay-away not.
claimed, Button holes, blind hems, etc. $40 or 10
payments of$4.00. 262·0637. 2/2

LOST: Strand of blue beads, Sentimental value •
large reward. 842·9301. 2/5

LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bells always nt The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn

LOST:. LARGE MALE brown & white tiger stripe
cat, west Coronado Center, north fre!lway. 255·
4262.Reward. 2/6
'

OWN AN ADOBE while yo . go to school, Brick
floors, fireplace, tennis, prices start at $16,91)0.
Location 3939 North Rio Grande, Dale Bellamah
Realty office 292-0555 or 3·15·6304. 2/6

3. SERVICES
CHECK YOUR PASSPORT NOW! 1t expires
every five ;rear'!. Low prices on pnssport renewal
photos, Call 26524·1•1 or com!l to 1717 Girard
NE. 214
--

._,~~~~ ---..~~,.=~=--~~- "'~••""'--=

•,

FAMOUS
Qtll\'IUA
BOOKSIJOP
nnd
Photography Gallery is 1/2 bloek (rom Johnson
G}'m on-~-0.!."~~1- ~p~~~~~~~-~t; sc~-~~~c_:". tf~ _ ~-" _
PASSt•ortT, IDENTlP!CA'fiON photos. Lowl'st
prirt•s in town! Fast, plca~ing. Nt'ar UNM. Call
265-2444orcoml' to 1717 Girar1l Blvd. NE. trn
~
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FREE MATIIF~MATICS TOTO.RING for minority
students. ('ontacl Stl'warl Kane, Math Dept.

!f"urnn_~ti~~~~~g.,_4_62.:_~!6 ~-~~---~-~---~-

·-

l·bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N.E.,
243·249•1, 2/13

FOUND: I~EMALE German Shepherd puppy on
campus. If owner docs not claim, will give away.
Call298·9139. 2/3

~-•

MATH INSTRt!CTOR will tutor students.
$5/hour for onc student or $7 !hour for two
students in the same clnss. 262-0517, 277 •
4938. 2·'2
--""=--~~<

-

'

By Twila Roller
The 1976 Mirage, UNM's y'earVOLVO MECHANIC good work guar;~ntced, 345·
book, may be financed in part by
3058, 2/6
advertisements from the
display
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM SEllectric.
Guaranteed accuaracy with reasonable rates. 298business community, Alumni
7147. 2/6
Association Director Gwinn
A PAPER TO WRITE? I can teach you to write a
"Bub"
Henry said Friday.
good one. 88).7406, 2/6
"I
expect
to ask approval for
GETTING MARRIED? Call Creative Services for
volunteer
groups
to solicit ad.
invitations & photography at low cost. 299·
7930. 2/17
vertising from the businesses of
Albuquerque at the next meeting
4. FORRENT
of the executive board on Feb.
10," he said.
'
RESERVED PARKING, Almost on ct~mpus, 4
dollars per month, 842-1063. 2/3
The Mirage has not carried ad·
vertising during the past few
SAVE BIG MONEY! Rent 1/2 of my apartment
while I'm gone, $71i plus. 261i·4237. 2/3
years, but Henry noted this pracCITADEL APARTMENTS- An apartment com- . tice was standard in early
·plex for the young and the young at heart. Rents
editions, going back to 1899.
start at $140. Large swimming pool. Efficienci!ls &

LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Loho Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. tfn

LOST: WHITE long-haired cat w/bobtail, around
Stanford & Columbia. 265-3975. 2/4

_ , c- -~----~~•

..

SMALl, CARS IMPORT, domestic, complete
repair, 205 Stanford Alley 255·3!~0, 2/3

.0

H
~
.....

Mirage Turns
to Ad>s for Money
.

~~

EXPEIUENCED TYPIST: Manusmpts, theses,·
papers, etc. 50e per double·spaced page. 345·
3288. 2/2

2/2

DELTA MARK lOB Capacitive discharge elcc·
troni~ ignition $39.95. 268·5490 Electronic Ignition
Salus. 2/19
STEHEO SYSTEM Harmon-Kordon rt>celver,
Gnrrard·42M turntable $125 & tO-speed excellent
condition $70,268 8:304. 2/5

Applications are being accepted for the four
positions open on this year's Fiesta Committee.
Applications are available in the ASUNM office.
Rm. 242 oft he SUB,

~I?~ ;l ~~~·~om.: ~a~~~ ~x_::.::-::3.~~-~!~~..:.0 __

POTTfin'S WHEEl, DINACK COHP. announ~ing
fartory sales availahle b~Jow sugg<•sted r{'tnil,
292 35·16. 2f·l
- -
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GOOD DRINKS and dancing on Ned's new dance
noor. 2!3
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OLD ADOB~ HOUSE, 9 rooms, Tijeras Canyon.
Drawl'r JJ, Tnos, N.M, 15051758·2227, 2/10

----=-

The 1975 product is a 200-page,
slick-finish, illustrated record of
camp-us
activities ~
and
organizations .
About 1000 copies were given
f r e e t o g r a1d u at in g s e n i or s .
Nooley Reinheardt, editor of
N._ew ·Mexico Alumnus, was adviser, as he is this year.
The current staff of ·student
volunteers works out of a small
room at the Alumni Association
offic'e in the New Mexico Union.
Melanie Northrup is the editor.

\

-----~---·-

Women's Center, 1824 Las Lomas NE, will be
open evenings from 5·7 p.m., Mondays thru Thur·
sdays.
Film o[ the Book of Mormon and ancient
America, "Early Empire of America," Tuesday
Feb. 3, 7·8 p.m. at Institute· of Religion, 1601
Grand NE.
LOS student associat,ion presents a film on the
Book of Mormon and ancient America, "Christ in
America, today at 12:30·1:15 at Institute of
Religion, 1601 Grand NE.
Dr. William .E. Kl'ller, group leader of Q·26
Cryogenic.s at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
will speak Tuesday, Feb. 3, 3:30 p.m. in Rm. 143
A, Farris Eng. Center. Topic: Applications of
Superconductivity to Electric Power Systems.

O'KEEFE & MERRITT built·in type stove, gas,
coppl•rlonc, w/hood $60. Singer zig-zag portable
sew~g machlne w/carry~g case & other a~
tachntents $50; Small gas heater $10. Call 898·
9616. 2/6
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YASIIICA TJ, ELECTHO X, 50mm, telephoto,

The yearbook was financed by
the University of New Mexico
Alumni Association in '74 and '75
after ASUNM cut off fund'ing and
it was not published in '71, '72
and '73.
The $6-7000 it takes to publish
the hardcover yearbook has been
reached through sales at $7 each,
profits from Alumni-sponsored
tours, association funds and page
sales to organizations.
That amount is "just not
available" this year, Henry said,
but might be reached through
sale of advertising.
The Alumni think the yearbook is a good recruiting arm of
the University, he commented,
and were eager to assist student~
wishing to resume publication in
1973.
"Our first idea was to publish a
pamphlet to take the place of the
yearbook, at a cost of about
. $1500."
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THINK MISSIONARY
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.

EMPLOYMENT

i>i1nii-cliELA'rioNs- rErtsoNs Nl'{'dt:ri.
Unlimited in~om{', Arrang(' your own work hours.
· 293-3886, or Bob 268·3168. 214
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MISCELLANEOUS
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February 2

Thc-nt ht• Kin!( will ~a~· to the pPopl!• on his ril{ht: 'You who art• hlt•,st•d h,l' my
ilh{'r:. t•omr! Cnnw und n•t•t•in•tlll' kinJ.(dnm 11 hkh ha~ ht•<•n pn•Jlar<•d fur you
l'Vt•r siut·l•lht• t'rt'll!innoftlw world.! wa~ hun!(r~- :111d ~·ou ft•tl 101', t6ir.,t~· :mel
ynu !(a\'!' mt• drink; I wa.,a straliJ:t•r nnd you rl'l'<•iVI•d nil' in ~·our hnllll''· nakt•d
and ynu l'lotlwd m1•: I wus sil•k and ~·nu look <•nr<• of rnt•, in Jll'i.,on and sou 1 Jsih•d nw.' 'I'ht•ri~:ht
l'l>ll" will tlwn an~wt•r him: 'Wlwn, Lord, did Wl'l'l l'r "'I' you hun~:r.1 and f••t•d ynu,nr thiJ''<t)· mnl
J:i\ l' .1·ou drink'! Tht• Kin~{ will :msll't•r h:u·k. 'ltt•llyou, indt•t•d, wlwm•l t•r )'llll tlirll his for on1• of
I ht•lrast impnrlatllnf IIll"''' brut lwrs ~i~ll·r~ uf m in1•, ~·c•u did it fnr nw!' 1:\f:ttt ht•" !!;):!l l :17 ,<;: 10 J

+f+
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1967 MUSTANG, new transmission, snow tires,
other parts. Looks O.K., runs bHter. $650 or near
offer. Richard,1225 Coal SE. 2/3

Hulnnd :'llc(ir{'gnr, fnmJluS :\lini;tl'r
l'nitl'd ~linistrit•H fl'nll•r
1801 Lns Lomas,:'\ .1·:. l'hont•: .247·0.1!17

KRISHNA INOlA IMPORT-watch for grand
2/6

?Jlehing_sal':!_~20£entral SE, 266·8353.

Ne\N Mexico Daily LObo
Please place the following classified adverti~ement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo __ ·~--· time(s) beginning ________ --·--·-• under the heading
{circle one): 1. Personals: i Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 9.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Wan_t Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 l)'linimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

Marron Hali, Room 132

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

·Enclosed$~·~~-~ Placed by_. ~··-·_____ Telephone ..

.·.·'
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